Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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MAJOR LEAGUE STATS:
With Justin Verlander pitching his second no hitter early in May, I decided to do an analysis of
when no hitters are pitched.
For the purposes of this article I started with the birth of the American League and didn‟t include
any American Association. The first no hitter in the modern era (starting in 1901) was thrown by
Christy Mathewson. It was thrown in the month of July. The last no hitter was by Justin
Verlander thrown May 7, 2011. Thus 228 no hit games in the modern era. One as by Don
Larsen in the World Series.
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Thirty-four (34) were thrown in April, 41 in May, 36 in June, 30 in July, 30 in August and 57 in
September/October.
It looks like we get fewer no hitters as we get into the dog days of summer and then we get a rise
when minor leaguers start to play. If you look at 30 day periods within the months, there were
over 60 no hitters thrown between April 15th and May 15th, here one might look to the adage of
“pitchers ahead of hitters.”
If you want to look for no hitters keep awake between April 15th and May 15th, sleep during the
summer and wake up September 1st; if hitting, however, interests you do the reverse.
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files:

First Party Benefits
Conservator Fees

I seldom review my own cases. Carroll, however, is of such importance that it calls for attention.
Too often conservators seek reimbursement for the costs of maintenance of Wards, including
their fees, and deserve first party benefits. Too often the fiduciary is turned down. Too often the
fiduciary is out gunned by the insurance industry, which has desire to whittle away at the Heinz
Decision for many years.
Larry Snyder, of Kemp Klein, was not out gunned. He took a denial of reasonable fees to the
Probate Court and he lost. He appealed, and the attached is a unanimous decision, which defines
the right of a fiduciary of an insured and the obligations of the insurer. These duties now clearly
require the payment of fiduciary fees. It is worthy of note that it‟s the Appellee who demanded
publication of this Opinion.
The Appellee said conservator fees need not be paid because they do not relate to the care,
recovery or rehabilitation arising out of the accident. The Probate Court called the services
rendered „conservator‟s duties‟ and agreed with Appellee‟s theory.
First the instant Court of Appeals created a Kierkegaard “either/or.” Were my services related to
the care, rehabilitation and recovery of the Ward? Or, were they ordinarily and necessary
services that the Ward would have performed?
To come down on the either side and determine my services to be “care” within the meaning of
the act, the Court of Appeals said the following. First they cited the Heinz case:
“If you are so injured as to require the services of a guardian then
the services are reasonable and necessary for care.”
This court admitted that the reference to conservatorship in Heinz was dicta but said that there no
substantive difference between guardianship and conservatorship. (Query) What about other
fiduciaries such as trustees? They may be performing the same type of replacement services (but
under a different vehicle). The Court of Appeals went on to say that my Ward couldn‟t handle
his own affairs.
Then the court held that these services are not normal services but professional services and are
related to his care. Though the court didn‟t say so directly, by implication they used a “but for
argument.” “But for” the accident my services would not be necessary. Later they do use the
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words “casually connected” to determine that this was care; that the individual couldn‟t have
performed himself without cost.
The court then distinguished food, which wasn‟t an allowable expense within Griffith because
the Ward had to eat anyway and there was not a special diet. This court said „that even Griffith
saw that some “care” might not lead to recovery or rehabilitation.‟
To Larry Snyder all the Wards who need a conservator are thankful for your services and to any
of you out there who are getting pushed around call Larry Snyder.
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